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"Visitors to the Avanex stand at
ECOC will clearly see the impact
that our acquisitions of product
lines from Corning, Alcatel and
Vitesse Semiconductor Corp have
had," said Walter Alessandrini,
president and CEO."We want to be
the number one provider of solu-
tions to our customers. To reach
that goal, we must be able to
respond to our customers' needs,
one of which is a consolidated sup-
plier base. We now have one of the
broadest product and technology
portfolios in the industry, with a
range of advanced and reliable
optical subsystems, modules and
components. Our product develop-
ment focus also is on solutions that
not only enable and manage net-
work functions but also can add
intelligence to the optical layer." 
Sanyo Mavic Media has devel-
oped an optical disc labelled
MildDisc based on polylactic acid
taken from corn  with about 85
kernels needed for a single CD.
Discarded, the disc will be dis-
solved by bacteria into carbon
dioxide, water, and inorganic sub-
stances in two to eight months.
"For use in regular temperatures
there is no problem with durabili-
ty," claimed Sanyo. It said that
disposing of the non-biodegrad-
able polycarbonate discs is an
increasing problem with annual
disc demand at 10bn units and
special facilities needed to gener-
ate and stand the heats required
to dispose of polycarbonate discs.
With global corn production at
around 600mt  Sanyo reckons that
around 0.1% of this would be
required to make 10bn discs.
Marketing starts in December.
“You could write the entire history
of science in the last 50 years in
terms of papers rejected by Science
or Nature,” Nobel prize winner, Dr
Paul Lauterbur. NY Times.
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Laser powered flight
A team of researchers from NASA’s Marshall
Space Flight Center in Huntsville and NASA's
Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards, Calif,
and the University of Alabama have developed
and demonstrated a small-scale aircraft that flies
solely by means of propulsive power delivered
by an invisible, ground-based laser. The laser
tracks the aircraft in flight, directing its energy
beam at specially designed photovoltaic cells
carried onboard to power the plane's propeller.
“The craft could keep flying as long as the energy
source, in this case the laser beam, is uninterrupt-
ed,” said Robert Burdine, Marshall's laser project
manager for the tests.“This is the first time that
we know of that a plane has been powered only
by the energy of laser light. It really is a ground-
breaking development for aviation.”
The plane, with a 5ft wingspan, weighs only 11oz
and is constructed from balsa wood and carbon
fibre tubing covered with Mylar film. Designed
and built at NASA Dryden, the aircraft is a one-of-
a-kind, radio-controlled model airplane. A special
panel of photo-
voltaic cells,
selected and
tested by team
participants at
the University
of Alabama in
Huntsville, is
designed to
efficiently con-
vert the energy
from the laser
wavelength
into electricity
to power a
small electric
motor that
spins the 
propeller.
The demon-
stration is a
key step toward the capability to beam-power a
plane aloft.Without the need for onboard fuel
or batteries, such a plane could carry scientific
or communication equipment, staying in flight
indefinitely.The concept offers potential com-
mercial value to the remote sensing and
telecommunications industries, according to
Bushman.
“A telecommunications company could put
transponders on an airplane and fly it over a city,”
Bushman said.“The aircraft could be used for
everything from relaying cell phone calls to cable
television or Internet connections.”
Information at:
http://www.dfrc.nasa.gov/Gallery
/Photo/PowerBeaming/index.html 
Intermediate step where the
experimental radio-controlled
model aircraft casts two unique
shadows as it flies inside a Dryden
hangar using two spotlights as
energy sources. This phase of test-
ing was used to develop proce-
dures and operations for "handing
off" the aircraft between different
sources of power. 
With a laser beam centred on its panel of photovoltaic
cells, a model plane makes the first flight of an aircraft
powered by a laser beam inside a building at NASA
Marshall.
A  new biolaser (which recent-
ly won first place in the DOE’s
annual Basic Energy Sciences’
competition for using light to
quantify characteristics of
anthrax spores) is able to
measure mitochondrial size
through unexpected bursts of
light given up by each 
mitochondrion.
The laser, using the same
means, can also measure the
swelling effect caused by the
addition of calcium ions and
the reaction thought to be the
agent of death for both mito-
chondria and their host cells.
Researchers expect to intro-
duce neuro-protectant drugs
into experiments, and be able
to test hundreds of possible
protective substances daily
instead of two or three former-
ly possible.
“If we can use this light probe
to understand how mitochon-
dria in nerve cells respond to
various stimuli, we may be able
to understand how all cells
make life or death decisions,”
says Sandia researcher, Paul
Gourley.
To do that, he says scientists
must understand how a cell
self-destructs.That means
understanding how the mito-
chondria send out signals that
both kill cells as well as 
energising them.
Biolaser measures the mitochondrial
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